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General Military History
HANNIBAL’S ROAD: The Second Punic
War in Italy 213-203 BC By Mike Roberts.
Many studies have explored the Second
Punic War and Hannibal in particular, but this
is one of the first to extensively examine the
campaigns waged between 213 and 203 B.C.
Roberts charts these critical battles in detail,
analyzing Hannibal’s genius strategy in this
important phase of the war. Photos.
262 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95
Item #4781309
$9.95
SHADE IT BLACK: Death and After in Iraq
By Jess Goodell with J. Hearn. With sensitivity
and insight, Goodell describes her job
retrieving and examining the bodies of fellow
soldiers lost in combat in Iraq, and the
psychological intricacy of coping with their
fates, as well as, ultimately her own. Photos.
192 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $24.95
Item #6650023
$6.95
*THE ART OF WAR By Sun Tzu. Scholar
and translator, Michael Nylan, re-imagines The
Art of War, finding new and unexpected
lessons to be learned from this ancient text.
She proves that Sun Tzu is more relevant than
ever, helping us navigate the conflicts we know
and those we have yet to endure. 157 pages.
Norton. Pub. at $24.95
Item #3825108
$17.95

American Military History
HACKS, SYCOPHANTS, ADVENTURERS,
& HEROES By David Fitz-Enz. While
President James Madison had quite a few
notches in his historical belt, he relied totally
upon appointed commodores and generals to
conduct a war for the conquest of Canada.
This is the story of the good, the bad, and the
outrageous men that held the young nation in
their hands during the War of 1812. 16 pages
of color illus. 331 pages. Taylor. Pub. at $32.95
Item #3957462
$4.95

American Military History

Civil War

*GRAND FORKS AIR FORCE BASE By
George A. Larson. In February 1952, the Air
Force announced its plans to build Grand
Forks Air Force Base to support Strategic Air
Command bombers and tankers as well as
Air Defense Command fighter-interceptors.
This fully illustrated volume celebrates in
images the history of this American military
base. 127 pages. Arcadia Publishing.
Paperbound. Pub. at $23.99
Item #3858472
$14.95
*MALMSTROM AIR FORCE BASE:
Images of Aviation By George A. Larson.
Malmstrom Air Force Base is located east of
Great Falls, Montana. The base was activated
as an operational Second Air Force training
installation in 1942, when the first B-17
landed on Great Falls Army Air Force Base. In
this detailed account, Lt. Col. Larson tells the
base’s history. Well illus. 128 pages. Arcadia
Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99
Item #4710037
$17.95
*THE BONUS ARMY: An American Epic By
P. Dickson & T.B. Allen. In the summer of 1932,
fifteen thousand World War I veterans marched
on Washington, DC, demanding payment from
the Hoover administration of the bonus promised
to them for their wartime service. The authors
trace the Bonus Army’s history and discuss its far
reaching effects, including how it paved the way
for the 1944 passage of the GI Bill of Rights.
Photos. 370 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95
Item #3835634
$18.95
*NAVAL OFFICER’S GUIDE TO THE
PENTAGON By F.W. Kacher & D.A. Robb. A
user-friendly “one-stop shop” for information,
offering insights from successful officers with
varied warfare community backgrounds who
have served in the Pentagon and in Washington
in a range of staff roles. Tailored to naval officers,
but useful to civilians interested in better
understanding the demands of working at the
Pentagon. Illus. 294 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $29.95
Item #3851117
$24.95

American Revolution
*THE MAJOR OPERATIONS OF THE
NAVIES IN THE WAR OF AMERICAN
INDEPENDENCE By Alfred Thayer Mahan.
This unabridged republication of the work
originally published in 1913, reveals the
depth and extent of the American Revolution’s
influence on the rest of the world. Richly
enhanced by contemporary illustrations and
relevant maps, this is an essential work for any
student with an interest in naval history and the American
Revolution. 280 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95
Item #3996816
$19.95

*PATRIOTS TWICE: Former Confederates
and the Building of America After the Civil
War By Stephen M. Hood. An award-winning
author identifies more than three hundred former
Confederate soldiers, sailors, and government
officials who reintegrated into American society
and attained positions of authority and influence
in academia, science, commerce, and industry.
Their contributions had a long-lasting and
positive influence on the country we have today. Well illus.
242 pages. Savas Beatie. Pub. at $32.95
Item #3991377
$24.95

Vietnam War
RECKLESS: Henry Kissinger and the
Tragedy of Vietnam By Robert K. Brigham.
Henry Kissinger’s role in the Vietnam War
prolonged the American tragedy and doomed
the government of South Vietnam. Using
newly available archival material, Kissinger’s
personal papers, and material from the
archives in Vietnam, Brigham punctures the
my th of Kissing er a s an i nfa llible
mastermind. 297 pages. PublicAffairs. Pub. at $28.00
Item #4849213
$5.95
*OPERATION LINEBACKER I 1972: Air
Campaign 8 By Marshall L. Michel III. The
fascinating story of the world’s first modern air
campaign, explaining how this complex
operation defeated the invasion. The author
also explains the shortcomings of the
campaign, the contrasting approaches of the
USAF and Navy, and the impact that Linebacker
had on modern air warfare. Well illus., many in
color. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00
Item #3871282
$17.95

World War I & World War II
*SHERMAN TANK: Great World War II
Weapons By Roger Ford. This account follows
the Sherman’s development and its numerous
modifications. The story of this most important
tank of World War II is told not just through
technical data but also in the words of the
soldiers who fought in it. Includes detailed
appendices that provide vehicle specifications
and manufacturing details. Well illus.
96 pages. Amber. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95
Item #3763196
$17.95
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World War I & World War II
*STALAG LUFT III: Images of War By
Charles Messenger. The story of the
maximum security POW camp Stalag Luft
III, which the Germans opened for captured
Allied airmen, and came to contain some of
the most inventive escapees ever known.
This is the most comprehensive pictorial
history of the camp, complete with detailed
m a p s a n d m o re t h a n 1 5 0 p h ot o s .
144 pages. Greenhill. Paperbound.
Item #3865754
$21.95
*MUSSOLINI AND HITLER: The Forging of
the Fascist Alliance By Christian Goeschel. Has
history properly understood Mussolini’s influence
on his German ally? In this comprehensive study
of the relationship between Mussolini and Hitler,
Goeschel shows how their key meetings
constructed a powerful image of a strong
Fascist-Nazi alliance, and reveals Mussolini to
have been a leader who, at times, shaped Hitler’s
decisions. Photos. 388 pages. Yale. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00
Item #3974448
$15.95
*SHOT FROM THE SKY: American POWs
in Switzerland By Cathryn J. Prince. Spotlights
one of the great, dark secrets of WWII–neutral
Switzerland shot and forced down U.S. aircraft
entering Swiss airspace and imprisoned the
survivors in internment camps, detaining more
than a thousand American flyers between 1943
and the war’s end in 1945. Prince brings to light
details of this episode through first-person
accounts and unpublished sources. 16 pages of photos. 248 pages.
Naval Institute. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.95
Item #6593186
$18.95

Hitler & the Nazis
ADOLF HITLER: The Curious and Macabre
Anecdotes By Patrick Delaforce. Drawing on
Hitler’s own writings, speeches, conversations,
poetry and art, and the illuminating accounts of
those who loved and loathed him, this volume
presents a rich and compelling portrait of one of
the most fascinating and hated human beings to
have ever lived. Well illus. 288 pages. Fonthill.
Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95
Item #4986032
$6.95

Hitler & the Nazis

WW I & WW II Diaries & Memoirs

Air Combat & Aircraft

Air Combat & Aircraft

*HITLER’S PAWN: The Boy Assassin
and the Holocaust By Stephen Koch. The
remarkable story of a forgotten seventeen year
old Jew, Herschel Grynszpan, who was
blamed by the Nazis for the anti Semitic
violence and terror known as Kristallnacht, the
pogrom still seen as an initiating event of the
Holocaust. Based on the newest research, this
account is the richest telling of Grynszpan’s
story to date. 259 pages. Counterpoint. Pub. at $26.00
Item #2863626
$5.95
*DVD SURVIVING BIRKENAU: The Dr.
Susan Spatz Story Widescreen. Born in
Vienna in 1922, Susan Spatz was an only
child who lived a life of privilege until the
Nazis invaded Austria. Interned at the
notorious Birkenau death camp, Susan
survived an astonishing three years before a
long and brutal death march led her instead
to liberation. In this documentary, she
recounts her experiences with remarkable clarity. 71 minutes.
Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95
Item #2959992
$17.95

*JOURNEY TO PEKING: A Secret Agent in
Wartime China By Dan Pinck. Pinck’s WWII
adventures behind the Japanese lines in
war-torn China resulted in vital information
being passed along to the Allies, and his up
close and personal look at the world of covert
military operations will fascinate many. The
sole American agent in the area, Pinck
coordinated the gathering of information about
troop movements and shipping along the Japanese-held coast.
Photos. 219 pages. Naval Institute. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95
Item #3845745
$17.95
*VOICES OF THE SECOND WORLD
WAR: A Child’s Perspective By Sheila A.
Renshaw. A collection of first-hand accounts
from people who experienced the Second
World War from all over Europe: stretching
from Russia to the Channel Islands, and
Norway to Malta. While some children seem
to have been hardly aware of the war, others
h a v e v i v id m e m o r ie s of b om b i n g ,
occupation, deprivation, starvation and fear. Photos. 158 pages.
Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95
Item #6807569
$14.95

F6F HELLCAT: Grumman’s Ace
Maker in World War II By David
Doyle. Through carefully researched
photos, many never before published,
the history and details of this iconic
aircraft are revealed in this profusely
illustrated volume. 112 pages.
Schiffer. Pub. at $19.99
Item #4850386
$6.95
*GERMAN BOMBER AIRCRAFT OF
WORLD WAR II, 1939-45 By Thomas
Newdick. Illustrated throughout with vivid
artworks and archival photographs, this is a
detailed guide, organized chronologically
by type, to the bombers, ground-attack,
transport and maritime aircraft that served
with the Luftwaffe from 1939 to 1945.
128 pages. Amber Books. Pub. at $24.95
Item #4648234
$14.95
*JU 88 ACES OF WORLD WAR 2:
Aircraft of the Aces 133 By Robert Forsyth.
A comprehensive history of the elite fighter
pilots, and the aircraft that they flew brought to
life by first-hand accounts from the combat
veterans themselves, illustrated with original
color artworks, new scale plans and the best
archival photography from around the world.
96 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00
Item #287198X
$14.95
*FIRST TO FIGHT: An American Volunteer
in the French Foreign Legion and the
Lafayette Escadrille in World War I By
Steven T. Tom. A high-octane drama of a
remarkable soldier and pilot who fought in the
trenches and in the skies during World War I. It’s
the story of one of the first American fighter pilots
at the dawn of aerial combat, the era of the Red
Baron, with dog-fighting biplanes high above the
trench lines. Photos. 295 pages. Stackpole. Pub. at $29.95
Item #3968693
$21.95
LOST WINGS OF WORLD WAR I: Downed
Airmen on the Western Front 1914-1918
By Martin W. Bowman. Chronicles the stories
of airmen downed on the Western Front
between 1914 and 1918. Visceral accounts
of the incredible, bloody, aerial battles flown
by RFC, German, American, British, and
Commonwealth pilots feature explosions of
drama and heroism, while stories of escape
and life in POW camps capture the brutality of war. 32 pages of
photos. 236 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $44.95
Item #2922711
$9.95

*RAF: The Birth of the World’s First Air
Force By Richard Overy. This compact history
shows how the RAF emerged from the deadly
stalemate of trench warfare during World War
I. With German bombers attacking British
cities by 1917, Prime Minister David Lloyd
George and his minister of munitions, Winston
Churchill, navigated the organizational
breakthrough that made the RAF an
independent force in spring 1918. 16 pages of photos.
150 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95
Item #3701964
$5.95
*LOCKHEED C-130 AND ITS
VARIANTS, SECOND EDITION REVISED
By Chris Reed. Chronicles the development
and career of the world’s predominant
military airlifter, from its origins in the depths
of the Cold War through the present day. Fully
illus., many in color. 144 pages. Schiffer.
8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99
Item #6853749
$24.95
*FLIGHT HANDBOOK: USAF Series
F-86D & TF-86D Aircraft By John M.
Campbell. A facsimile reprint of the original
United States Air Force’s F-86D and
TF-86D flight handbook. Illus. Schiffer.
8½x11. Paperbound.
Item #3919250
$21.95

Holocaust
MY DEAR ONES: One Family and the
Holocaust By Jonathan Wittenberg. The
moving story of human tenacity, faith, and a
race for survival in the face of unspeakable
horror and cruelty perpetrated by the Nazi
regime against the Jewish people. Photos.
354 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound.
Pub. at $17.99
Item #3791157
$4.95
*THE JEWISH RESISTANCE: Uprisings
Against the Nazis in World War II By Paul
Roland. Threatened with extermination, many
Jewish people refused to go passively to their
deaths at the hands of the Nazis during World
War II and instead put up heroic resistance.
This work reveals a little known chapter of
history and uncovers many stories of amazing
courage in the face of overwhelming odds.
Illus. Sirius. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99
Item #6822797
$7.95

WW I & WW II Battles & Campaigns
THE SOMME 1916: Walking
the Western Front By Ed
Skelding. The companion to
the series Walking the Western
Front this is the first of two
volumes covering the 1916
Battle of the Somme. In it,
Skelding brings together his
experience of researching and
filming the Somme battlefields while making many broadcast
documentaries over the past 25 years. Well illus. 218 pages. Pen
& Sword. Pub. at $39.95
Item #4652444
$9.95
*MONTGOMERY’S RHINE RIVER
CROSSING: Operation Plunder By Jon
Diamond. This superbly illustrated and
researched account describes the March,
1945, assault crossing involving naval
amphibious craft, the air and artillery
bombardment and diversionary attack by
the British 1st Commando brigade at
Wesel. As a result of this triumph of
strategic planning, the fate of Hitler’s “Thousand Year Reich” was
sealed. 238 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95
Item #3865606
$19.95
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*FLIGHT HANDBOOK: Navy Models
F9F-6, -6P Aircraft By Michael L.
Roberts. A facsimile reprint of the original
flight handbook for the F9F-6 and -6P. Illus.
165 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound.
Item #3919242
$16.95

*THE BATTLE OF BRITAIN POCKET
MANUAL 1940 Ed. by Chris McNab.
Presents period documents showing how
Britain faced and won the Battle of Britain, and
covers the organization of both the RAF and
the opposing Luftwaffe in 1940, and how
Britain was configured to defend itself. Illus.
160 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $15.95
Item #397250X
$11.95

Uniforms, Markings & Insignia
IMPERIAL GERMAN, VOLUME TWO: Field
Uniforms and Equipment, 1907-1918 By
Johan Somers. Provides an insight into a wide
range of uniforms used by the Imperial German
Army during the First World War. Covers
Infantry and Cavalry Helmets (Pickelhaube,
Shako, Tschapka, Steel Helmets, etc), Infantry
and Cavalry Uniforms, and Insignia. Fully illus.
in color. Schiffer. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $69.95
Item #3850153
$21.95

Notable Military Units
*SAS IN THE GULF WAR By Steve
Crawford. This volume paints a vivid
picture of what it was like to fight as an elite
soldier, and what SAS operations were
actually like behind Iraqi lines. This is the
full, dramatic story of the SAS in the Gulf
war, and reveals how Britain’s super elite
played an integral part in the eventual
Allied victory. Fully illus. 192 pages.
Amber. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95
Item #3718433
$11.95

Weapons & Military Technology
*DRONE WARS: Pioneers, Killing
Machines, Artificial Intelligence, and the
Battle for the Future By Seth J. Frantzman.
Drones are everywhere. From the deserts of
Iraq where terrorists are hunted by American
drones, to Tehran where plots are hatched
against Israel, to the coast of China where spy
drones hide among the clouds–drone wars
are now unfolding. Frantzman looks back at
the pioneers who developed drones in Israel and the U.S., and
how this invention became the most necessary weapon of the
last decade. Illus. 267 pages. Bombardier Books. Pub. at $30.00
Item #4802918
$21.95
*DVD AIRCRAFT CARRIER: Guardian
of the Seas Widescreen. Explore the world
of maritime technology! You’ll find yourself
aboard the USS Ronald Reagan alongside
5,000 highly skilled sea and air personnel
conducting flight operations in the midst of
their simulated war exercises. 42 minutes.
Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95
Item #3945251
$17.95

Naval History
*US NAVY BATTLESHIPS 1886-98:
New Vanguard 271 By Brian Lane Herder.
The development of the first true U.S. battle
ships began with the experimental Maine
and Texas, followed by the three ship
Indiana class, and the Iowa class. In the
naval battles of the Spanish-American War,
they proved that the United States was now a
significant naval power. Well illus., some in
color. 48 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00
Item #3871444
$13.95

Naval History

Military Leaders

BRITISH WARSHIP RECOGNITION,
VOLUME IV: Cruisers 1865-1939, Part
2 By Richard Perkins. The identification
albums compiled by Perkins is a five
volume series that comprises more than
5,000 exquisitely detailed colored drawings
of every major British warship built between
1860 and 1939. This fourth volume
includes all the smaller ships from the
Calliope class of 1914 back through the 2nd and 3rd-class
protected ships, and frigates built from the Amazon class of 1865
onwards. 192 pages. Seaforth. 12¼x15¾. Pub. at $85.00
Item #3877973
$24.95

*THE INDESTRUCTIBLE MAN: The
Incredible True Story of the Legendary
Sailor the Japanese Couldn’t Kill By Don
Keith with D. Rocco. Victim of ten wounds in
two wars, veteran of some of the U.S. Navy’s
most celebrated carriers and battles, and a
naval aviation pioneer, Dixie Kiefer ultimately
died in a stateside plane crash two months
after the war ended. Photos. 222 pages.
Stackpole. Pub. at $27.95
Item #4750195
PRICE CUT to $17.95

Spies & Espionage
*MORE STORIES FROM LANGLEY:
Another Glimpse Inside the CIA By Edward
Mickolus. The author gathers stories to answer
the question, “What does a career in the CIA look
Like?” Advice and anecdotes from both current
and former CIA officers provide a look at the side
of intelligence operations that is often left out of
the movies. 335 pages. Potomac Books.
Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95
Item #3974928
$18.95

Military Leaders
*WASHAKIE: Chief of the Shoshones By
Grace Raymond Hebard. Washakie was chief of
the eastern band of the Shoshone Indians for
almost sixty years, until his death in 1900. A
strong leader of his own people, he saw the
wisdom of befriending the whites. Hebard offers
an engaging view of Washakie’s long life and the
early history of Shoshone-occupied land.
Originally published in 1930. Illus. 337 pages.
UNeP. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95
Item #385941X
$15.95
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